Thunaraz 4Pcs Hematite Bracelet for Men Women Bangle Bracelet
Magnetic Tiger Eye Bracelets Review-2021

BRACELET: This bracelet set includes 4pcs different styles and designs, distinct shaped black
gallstones match with tiger eye stones, colorful-tone electroplated beads or alloy material
accessories, make this bracelet more fashionable and chic for men women to wear.
ADJUSTABLE BEAD BRACELET : This bracelet made of strong elastic string and high quality
hematite bead, good sheen and texture, smooth surface and comfortable to touch, bring you good
wear feelingfit for 6"-8.6" wrist, more comfortable and easier to take on and take off, perfect bracelet
gift for women and men.
Application: good gift for your lovers, helpful for adorning your outfit and bring you good mood,
suitable as gift for many occasions, such as birthday, wedding, family gathering and so on
3-LEVAL QUALITY CONTROL--Handmade Working;One by One Checking; Individual Package.
Your Satisfaction is our Responsibility, Your Recognition is Our Pursue ,Do the best I can do,Just for
your smile.
WARRANTY: We provide 180 days Money Back or Exchange Guarantee. Any problems on the
product, Pls let me know, You will get a better solution.Thunaraz 4Pcs Hematite Bracelet for Men
Women Bangle Bracelet Magnetic Tiger Eye Bracelets
Thunaraz was founded on two principles: Service and Quality. Our mission is to offer high-quality
jewelry.
Thunaraz Believes our customers are the backbone of our business. We are dedicated to giving you
a terrific experience at all times.
Thunarazâ€™s designs range from classic to contemporary to edgy and urban.
Our large variety of unique designs can appeal to almost any customer base around the world
Meet Your Daily Wearing Needs. Suit for both Women and Girls, Exquisite Set in a Reasonable
Quality, Deserve to Purchase.
PERFECT BRACELET SIZE & SAFE MATERIAL
ADJUSTABLE BEAD BRACELET
This bracelet made of strong elastic string and high quality hematite bead, good sheen and texture,
smooth surface and comfortable to touch, bring you good wear feelingfit for 6"-8.6" wrist
UNIQUE PERSENT
This magnetic healing hematite beaded bracelet, made from black shiny hematite bead, with yellow
tiger eye bead or colour-electroplated alloy beads, with benifits: keep you calm down, giving you a
inner peace, pretty sleep and blood circulation. etc..
Applicable Occasion
Family Gathering
Anniversary
Birthday
Valentineâ€™s Day
Christmas Day
Mother's Day
Back to School
Cute Jewelry Set for Both Men and Women
Magnetic Therapy Does Wonders for your Body !
It Suitable mostly for: Pain with arthritis, joint pain, carpal tunnel, repetitive strain injury(RSI),
Fatigue, insomnia(difficulty sleeping), stress&anxiety, Poor circulation associated with Diabetes,
Cold hands and feet.
Improve Sleep
Magnetic therapy has been used for years to help alleviate pain, reduce inflammation, and improve
blood circulation. Also reduce stress and anxiety, improve sleep and enhance overal balance and
mood
High Qualty
Gun Metal Polished Black. Great gift for her/his health .
good gift for your lovers, helpful for adorning your outfit and bring you good mood, suitable as gift for

many occasions, such as birthday, wedding, family gathering and so on Review 2021, feedback
2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap,
cheapest, value for money.

